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Extent reports in jenkins

Lecture content locked If you are already registered, you will need to log in. Sign up for the course to unlock many people, including me swear by the simple awesomeness of the news range! The fact that it's a community edition is able to provide a more than representative HTML test to run the message
is great and helps in quickly setting up a reporting mechanism for your tests. We all love jenkins oil pipelines, don't we? So I've been setting up Jenkins work that needs to send an email message as soon as it's over.... Problem: - When we use the HTML Range message as part of the contents of jenkins
email work report (using the email extension plugin), the message appears without CSS. This is because Outlook does not support CSS in email content. SOLUTION: - Use TestNG's email message – this is the easiest way out because this message has plain HTML content rather than any fancy CSS.
Attach the range report as an attachment, not as the contents of an email — it works, but I don't want recipients to click on an open report and then view it. After all, time is money! Hack into the HTML extent report and create a new email-capable one that puts important information into the body of the
email. I implemented option 3 after not being satisfied from the previous 2. So below are the steps that need to be taken in order to send a range report as part of the contents of the report email:- Requirements :- You should have a Jenkins job that generates a range report in your workspace for your job.
Take the clone of the code present at - If you have maven installed, if you go to the directory where the pom.xml is located and execute the Maven command - mvn package, it should create a JAR file with dependencies in the destination folder. Download PhantomJS executable file from When the
prerequisites are complete, you need to do the following :- Add an assembly step in your task that calls the generated JAR file with parameters - Extent HTML Report path (testreport.html), Destination Path where New report should be saved(I prefer job) and the folder path where PhantomJS executable is
present. The build step should look something like this:- The output of the above command should be that a file named emailreport.html should be created in the Jenkins job workspace. The difference between this file and the default testreport.html is that instead of having data inside html, it has
snapshots (keep the look and feel of how we can't do it with CSS). 2.Install the Email-ext plugin on jenkins server. 3. Add a postbuild step by selecting editable email notifications and configure the body of the email, such as:- The trick is that the Java code that we ran opens the default message range with
phantomjs headless browser, takes snapshots of key sections and put png files in jenkins workspace. Email notification plugin attaches PNG files created using email are displayed inside the contents of the email as we put the newly created HTML in the body of the email. Here's a comparison with testng
email messages: - Sample message available here. Happy automation! Harshit Kohli This repository has been archived by the owner. Now it's read-only. Watch 95 Star 525 Fork 286 You can't do this at this time. You signed in with a different tab or window. Reload to update the session. You log off in
another folder or window. Reload to update the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com to create better products. Teach more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com to create better products. You can
update your selection at any time by clicking on the cookie preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, please refer to our privacy statement. We use basic cookies to perform basic functions of the website, such as logging in. Additional information Always active We use analytics cookies
to understand how you use our website to improve it, such as how much information you use to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete a task. Additional information This repository has been archived by the owner. Now it's read-only. Watch 95 Star 525
Fork 286 You can't do this at this time. You signed in with a different tab or window. Reload to update the session. You log off in another folder or window. Reload to update the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com to create better products. Teach
more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com to create better products. You can update your selection at any time by clicking on the cookie preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, please refer to our privacy statement. We use basic
cookies to perform basic functions of the website, such as logging in. Additional information Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our website to improve it, such as how much information you use to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need
to complete a task. Read more, I use the html publisher plugin in Jenkins, and I'm also using ExtentReport with Eclipse to generate reports. How to generate these reports (ExtentReport) in Jenkins? Ankur Jain ExtentReport Jenkins JenkinsExtentReport Hello All, Below the steps we need to proceed to set
the report range in the Jenkins Dashboard. 1) Log in to Jenkins - &gt;Manage Jenkins and install the HTML Publisher Plugin. Please make sure to restart after installing the plugin. 2) Now go to jenkins home page to create a new Jenkins job and in the post-build action select publish Selen HTML report
plugin. 3) Now give way to your message range, name and Tittle. 4) Run the Jenkins task and now report on the scope that would be visible on the Jenkins dashboard. Dashboard. Panel.
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